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ABSTRACT
Estt.,-APTRANSCO- Diversion of 1 AO post from SE/400KVSS(O&M)/ Vemagiri to the control of FA&CCA(TR) - Orders-Issued.

(Personnel Services)

Read the following:
Ref: 1) Note dt.06.01.2012 from FA&CCA(TR)
2) T.O.O.(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg) Ms.No.440, dt.10.01.2011

ORDER:
It is hereby ordered that the post of Accounts Officer (AO) hitherto under SE/400KVSS(O&M)/Vemagiri shall be temporarily diverted for utilization to work under the control of FA&CCA(TR), Vidyutsoudha, Hyderabad in the GPF&Trust section till further orders.
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Ordered:
The CE/Vizag Zone/ Visakhapatnma
The SE/400KVSS(O&M)/Vemagiri
The FA&CCA(TR), Vidyutsoudha, Hyderabad

Copy to the:-
CGM(HRD&Trg)//All functional heads
DS(Personnel)//AS(Personnel)//PO(Engg.Ser-II)
DE/Tech to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director(Grid Operation)
PS to JMD(HRD&Distribution)
PS to JMD(Comm, IPC&IT)
PS to Director(Finance & Revenue)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director)
Pay officer//AO(CFR)//Dy.CCA(Audit)//RAO(EBCA)
CE/EA, Operation,RE&IT ---- with a request to arrange to place in website.
CRS//Stock File//Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)//DE(T&MPP)/ADE(MPP)/A1/31/2012

//FORWARDED ::: BY ORDER//

Sd/-
ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER

Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced